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Abstract
Wenumerically study the influence of chirping and delaying several ionizing two-color light pulses in
order to engineer terahertz (THz)wave generation in air. Bymeans of comprehensive 3D simulations,
it is shown that two chirped pulses can increase the THz yieldwhen they are separated by a suitable
time delay for the same laser energy in focused propagation geometry. To interpret these results, the
local current theory is revisited andwe propose an easy, accessible all-optical criterion that predicts the
laser-to-THz conversion efficiencies given any input laser spectrum. In the filamentation regime,
numerical simulations display evidence that a chirped pulse is able to producemore THz radiation
due to propagation effects, whichmaintain the two colors of the laserfieldmore efficiently coupled
over long distances. A large delay between two pulses promotesmulti-peaked THz spectra as well as
conversion efficiencies above 10−4.

1. Introduction

Terahertz (THz) time-domain spectroscopy is a promisingway to analyze various complexmaterials, the
molecular transitions of which possess uniquefingerprints in this spectral range [1–3]. Amongst others, quite
efficientmethods to produce THzwaves exploit laser-matter interaction processes and they rely on difference
frequency generation in c( )2 materials [4] or onmore complex nonlinear processes in gas plasmas [5]. In the
latter situation, a two-color ultrashort laserfield composed of a fundamental harmonic (FH) frequency and its
second harmonic (SH) ionizes the gas, which creates a plasma acting as frequency converter towards the THz
range.However, to properly identify amaterial, the THz spectrumhas to be tunable around selected frequencies
and/or be broadbandwith high enough spectral intensity. Such versatility can be obtained from two-color gas
plasmas, e.g., by increasing the fundamental laser wavelength [6, 7] or by employing incommensurate
frequencies [8, 9].

Recently, the THz performances reached by optical rectification in organic crystals has been tremendously
improved by chirping and combining delayed pulsed beams [10, 11]. The key idea is to employ temporally-
modulated laser pulses over which the beam energy is appropriately distributed. This allows for a large tunability
in the selection of THz oscillation cycles, central frequency and bandwidth over several octaves, whilst achieving
strong laser-to-THz conversion efficiencies, high-field strengths>0.1 GVm−1, and avoiding laser-induced
material damage. Compared to crystal-based emitters, plasmas created in air by two-color femtosecond pulses
are known to produce ultrabroadbandTHz pulses fromphotocurrents and they can deliver similar high-field
strengthswithout being subject to any damage threshold. Another advantage of this technique is the ability to
create THz emission at controlled remote distances by operating in thefilamentation regime [12–14]. To render
air-plasma emitters evenmore tunable and efficient, it is thus interesting to examine the actions of similar pulse-
shaping techniques on photocurrents resulting fromair ionization by two-color pulses. Chirping a single-pump
pulse in two-color filaments has experimentally been shown to enhance THz generation [15].Moreover, an
increase in the THz generationwas earlier numerically reported using particle-in-cell simulations of single-color
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chirped pulses at high intensities [16]. Therefore, combining several consecutive two-color chirped pulses in a
suitablemanner should be a promising route towards even higher THzfields.

As known from the local current (LC) theory, photocurrents create broadbandTHz spectra that have been
estimated so far from the product of the stepwise free electron density in tunnel regime and the accelerated
electric field at the ionization instants [17]. In the present article, LC estimations predict that the THz yield of
two-color chirped pulses can be dramatically enhancedwhen they are split into subpulses separated by an
appropriate time delay. These predictions are confirmed by direct, comprehensive 3D simulations of focused
beams that produce comparable orders ofmagnitude to the LC results in focused geometry. To understand this
effect, we utilize a new criterion derived from the LC theory and based on the convolution product of the laser
field and of the generated electron density in frequency domain. Given the spectrumof different input laser
fields, the potential laser-to-THz conversion efficiency of the latter can be rapidly evaluated from the spectrum
of the associated electron density at themain colors of the laser field. In the case of long-range propagation in
collimated geometry, it is found that laser filamentation obscures the direct dependency of the THz spectra on
the input pulse configuration.Nevertheless, two-color chirpedfilaments are shown to enhance locally the THz
yield due to a better coupling between the FH and SH components over long propagation distances.

2. Chirping and delaying two-color pulses over short propagation ranges

Tounderstand the action of chirped phases and delaying several pulses in time, wefirst performLC estimates
applied to a sequence of two-color chirped pulses. According to the LCmodel [5, 17], the THz field


ETHz is

extracted fromfiltering in the THzwindow the secondary field = ¶
 
E g JJ t emitted from the current density


J

induced by free electrons, g being a geometrical factor originating from Jefimenko’s theory [18]. Atmoderate
intensities<1015 Wcm−2, the temporal shape of


J is given by a plasma fluidmodel [5]:
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where e andme are the electron charge andmass, respectively, and n » 3c ps−1 is the electron-neutral collision
rate comparable to that assumed infilament setups [19, 20].Ne is the density of free electrons governed by
¶ = -


( )( )N W E N Nt e a e , whereNa is the initial gas density and


( )W E thefield-dependent ionization rate. This

rate is taken as the standard quasi-static tunnel rate of [2] applied to the single ionization of dioxygenmolecules
in air ( = ´N 5.4 10a

18 cm−3).More complex ionizationmodels, including several species andmulti-photon
contributions, could be employed aswell andwould lead to similar qualitative behaviors for the pulse parameters
examined here. Also, including additional THz sources such as, e.g., theKerr response of air would be
straightforward by just adding the second time-derivative of the third-order nonlinear polarization to the local
THz source.However, this contribution isminor as soon as plasma generation sets in andTHz generation from
photocurrents takes over as reported in [20]. In our simplifiedmodel, the right-hand side of equation (1) is
evaluated on the laserfield


EL and the spatial distribution of


J is shaped by a delta function. Applying these

hypotheses to Jefimenko equations, the far-field power spectrum is then found to be proportional to the source
term


N Ee

L
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where ∗ denotes the convolution product and hat symbol is the Fourier transform in time.
The input lightfield is taken as
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where =E I c20 0 0 depends on the pump intensity I0, w0 is the FH frequency =( )n 1 , º - Dt t k tk and
=

 
a a en n n with an and


en being the amplitude coefficient and unit vector fixing the polarization state of the nth

harmonic, respectively. Equation (3)models a general pulsefield composed ofK identical subpulses delayed
from each other byDt .We chooseGaussian envelopes, = -( ) ( )F u uexp 2 ln 2 2 and the fundamental
wavelength l p w= c20 0 is l = 800 nm0 . Each pulse containsN colors (harmonics)withmutual phase angles

fn. The overall pulse fluence  òº
-¥

+¥
∣ ( )∣c E t tdLin

1

2 0
2 ismaintained constant, so that, depending on the

number andmutual spacing of theK pulses, themaximum intensitymay vary fromone pulse configuration to
another one.

Concerning the duration of the harmonics and their associated chirp factors, different options can be
considered. For instance, each pulse can contain the same full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) duration
t t=n subject to the same chirping through the parameter =C Cn . This choice guarantees that the input
spectra of both FH and SHhave the same bandwidthwith orwithout chirp.However, the relative phase between

2
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the pulse components varies along the pulse, which can be detrimental to optimumTHzpulse generation.
Reciprocally, preventing the relative phase between the harmonics fromvarying in timemay not keep the
spectral contents of all colors equal when chirping their respective phase, which can render an efficient overlap
of the subpulsesmore difficult to tune. For this purpose, figures 1(a)–(c) illustrate two-color laser fields
involving two distinct pulses (K=2)with different parameter values forCn, tn and delayDt . Figure 1(a) shows
two superimposed D =( )t 0 dual-color pulses with t t= 22 1 , = =C C 42 1 , t  165 fs1 and t  117 fs2 ,
which is representative of the canonical situationwhere the SH is produced through a frequency doubling (e.g.,
BBO) crystal [17]. Here the p 2 phase angle between FHand SH is constant along the pulse, but the spectral
broadening is not the same for the two colors. For comparison, another configuration using = =C C 42 1 and
t t=  165 fs2 1 , againwithD =t 0, is plotted infigure 1(b). This configuration cannot preserve the phase
angle along the entire pulse (except near the pulse center), but it keeps the same spectral width for the FH and SH
pulses. Figure 1(c) shows the same combination of pulses when introducing a non-zero time delay tD =t 0.47 1,
which corresponds to an optimumnumber of optical cycles that increases the peak field strength and provides
an overall pulse with a shorter FWHMduration.

To foresee the best laser configurations, an estimate of the laser-to-THz conversion efficiency is defined as

ò òh w wº
pn +¥

  ( )E Ed d , 4J LTHz
0

2 2

0

2THz

where the numerator is computed from equation (2)with n = 80 THzTHz . Indeed it should be recalled in this
respect that, due to the unknown geometrical factor g, the LC source field EJ in equation (2) cannot provide any
quantitative evaluation of the produced field strength.However, herewe are only interested in the relative
variations that can be expected in laser-to-THz conversion efficiencies fromone pulse configuration to another
one. In addition, wewish to estimate these variations keeping into account that, for a class of pulse configurations
with same input energy, plasma defocusing in three-dimensional (3D) propagation geometries clamps the
achieved peak intensity, which, by feedback, constrains themaximum electron density to comparable levels or
similar ionization degrees [7]. Therefore, we shall choose the factor g as providing a convenient normalization
with respect to themaximumdensity of the generated free electrons, i.e.

Figure 1. (a)–(c)Laserfield profiles of equation (3)with = =K N 2, = =a a0.9 , 0.11 2 , f f p= =0, 21 2 , = º =C C C 41 2 ,
and t t= + C11

2
0 with t = 400 fs for (a) t t= 22 1 ,D =t 0, (b) t t=2 1,D =t 0 or (c) t t=2 1, tD =t 0.47 1. Thepulsefluence

is constant (3.6 J cm−2). (d)–(f)Conversionefficiency hTHz (equation (4)) versus the timedelay between twopulses discretized in units of
FHoptical cycles p w2 0 for different chirp values and (d) t t= 22 1 or (e) t t=2 1. The three colored circles represent the
configurations further simulatedwhenusing the 3DUPPEmodel equation (6). The three associated spectra using equation (2) are plotted
in the inset. Thegray dotted line represents the spectrumfor = =C C 41 2 and tD =t 0.4 1. (f)Zoomof (e)over delay values covering the
Dt range continuously.
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For the sake of readability, we also adjust equation (4) to the value of the conversion efficiency numerically
computed from a 3D simulation of a basic unchirped pulsewith no delay.

Equation (4) is plotted infigures 1(d), (e) in terms of the chirp parameter taken equal for every pulse
component, =C C1 2, and delay valueDt . In this figure hTHz is represented for a delayDt discretized in units of
the FHoptical cycle p w2 0 for the same inputfluence of 3.6 J cm−2. The second color duration is chosen as
t t= 22 1 infigure 1(d) and t t=2 1 infigure 1(e).We can observe that the laser-to-THz conversion efficiency
remains quite comparable between these two classes of pulses. Despite slightly better conversion values
promoted by a constant phase angle across the pulse, the THz energy yields remain of the same order for the two
pulse configurations. For the sake of simplicity, in particular formeasuring time delaysDt in terms of identical
optical cycles in FH and all the harmonics, we shall henceforth choose the configuration = ºC C C2 1 and

t t t= º2 1 . In the following, all pulse components have the same FWHMduration t t= + C1 2
0 with

transform-limited duration t = 40 fs0 . Infigure 1(e)we report an increase in the efficiencywhenever
tD =t 0.47 when using a chirp factorC=4, which corresponds to 29 optical cycles. Importantly, in order to

achieve a highTHz yield,Dt has to be an integer number of optical cycles. Indeed, figure 1(f) zooms on the
small-scaled variations in the laser-to-THz conversion efficiency, whenDt is no longer an integer value of
p w2 0. This figure then revealsfinermodulations in hTHz whenDt is continuously varying in time. These
indicate that, to optimize the THz yield fromphotocurrents, an accurate control of the delay between the two
pulses within the interval of one optical cycle is necessary. For comparison, the inset offigure 1(e) shows the net
decrease in the THz spectrumwith a delay of tD =t 0.4 (see gray dotted curve), which corresponds to a non-
integer number of optical cycles.Moreover, as can be seen infigure 1(e), the optimumdelay does depend on the
chirp value. Comparing this figure withfigure 1(d) reveals that the optimumdelay also varies with the SHpulse
duration (to a lesser extent), as well as with the phase between the two colors (not shown).

In order to confirmour expectations, we employ the 3Dunidirectional pulse propagation equation [21, 22]:

w
m w

w
¶ = - - +ˆ ( ) ˆ

( )
ˆ ( )E k k k E

k
i i

2
, 6z x y

2 2 2 0
2

NL

where w w w=( ) ( )k n c is thewave number [ w( )n and c are the refraction index and speed of light in vacuum,
respectively], z is the propagation variable and wˆ ( )E k k z, , ,x y is the Fourier transformof the electric field

( )E x y z t, , , . Thefirst termon the right-hand side of equation (6) describes linear dispersion and diffraction of
the pulse. The second term  w w= + +ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆP J Ji iNL NL loss contains the third-order nonlinear polarization PNL,
the electron current J and a loss term Jloss due to ionization [23]. Air dispersion is taken from [24], while theKerr
index for self-focusing is = ´ -n 3.8 102

19 cm2W−1 with 80%of Raman-delayed response [25, 26]. Instead of
using the elementary quasi-static tunnel rate, our numericalmodel employs the Perelomov, Popov and
Terent’ev’s ionization rate [27] applied to 80%of dinitrogen and 20%of dioxygen for the sake of completeness.

Wefirst study the effects of pulse chirping and inter-pulse delay in a focused propagation, using a converging
lens of focal length =f 2.5 cm.

Three simulations have been performed, using one transform-limited pulse (C= 0, t = 40 fs), and two
chirped pulses (C= 4, t  165 fs)withD =t 0 and tD =t 0.47 , as suggested by figures 1(e), (f). The initial
field is given by equation (3) ( = =K N 2) forGaussian transverse profiles with inputwidth =w 0.5 mm0 (see,
e.g., [28]) and 0.2 mJ energywith 10%of SH. Both FH and SH input pulses have the same absolute spectral
content in the chirped or unchirped configurations. Figure 2(a) shows the numerical counterpart of
equation (4), computed from the 3D-simulated THzfield that is extracted from the overall electric fieldfiltered
in the THzwindowof interest (n < 80 THz) along the propagation path. The growth in the THz conversion
efficiency achieved near focus is in good qualitative agreement with our LC-based conversion efficiency,
including the gain factors. From amore quantitative point of view, the pulse propagation amplifies the
maximumconversion efficiencies up to 10−3. Introducing a delay into identically-chirped pulses can increase by
a factor∼5 the resulting THz energy computed for n < 80 THz (figure 2(a)), which directly impacts the THz
field strength (figure 2(b)). Figures 2(c)–(e) detail the propagation of the THz spectra averaged over the
transverse direction and limited to the 20 THz range. These follow the trends shown in the inset offigure 1(e).
The THz spectral width and intensity being linked to the number of cycles in the laserfield ( n tD µ 1THz ), the
chirped pulses exhibit narrower bandwidth andweaker field strengths.However, delaying themby t0.47 (see
figure 2(e)) substantially amplifies the THz spectrum and the emitted field, as previously expected from
figure 1(e). Note infigure 2(b) that the THzfieldwithC=0 resulting from a broader THz spectrumdevelops
higher frequencies than those produced by the chirped pulses.

4
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3. An ‘optical’ criterion to evaluate the laser-to-THz conversion efficiency

To explain the previous results, we develop a purely opticalmodel based on the LC theory that discards
propagation effects. By ‘opticalmodel’, it ismeant that only the spectral contents of the input laser field and
associated electron density at the optical frequencies are utilized to evaluate and justify the changes in the laser-
to-THz conversion efficiency. Instead of exploiting electron velocityfields at the ionization instants as in

[7, 8, 29], we focus on the convolution product of Ne
L
and

EL around themain harmonics of the optical pulse.
To start with, let us ignore the influence of theGaussian pulse envelopes.We first select an unchirped two-

color laser field having a square-shaped envelope =( )E t 0L for t>∣ ∣t 2, where the FWHMduration τ is
identical for all subpulses.We also omit the vectorial nature of the pumpfield forwhich, except in contrary case,
we assume identical (linear) polarization of all pulse components. The spectrumof the inputfield then
decomposes over the sumof distributions centered at w w= n 0 andmodulated by the interference pattern of
theK subpulses, namely

^ ååw
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Plugging this ansatz into the convolution integral
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immediately shows that this integral builds from the spectral components of the electron density at frequencies
w w n 0:
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In equation (9)we applied the approximation ofmany-cycles pulses w t  10 , i.e., p d( ) ( ) ( )a ax xsinc with
 +¥a , yielding a pulse spectrumbeing highly peaked at the optical frequencies, whereas the spectrumofNe

L

exhibits broader extents around the same frequencies. Looking at the low-frequency range, w w 0, implies
that the THz spectrum should bemainly determined by (i) the optical spectrum, which is known from the input
pulse, and (ii) the spectrumof the free electron density evaluated at the optical harmonics within their
corresponding bandwidths. Let us notice that equation (9) readily explains the loss of THz efficiency illustrated

Figure 2. (a) Laser-to-THz conversion efficiency along propagation fromUPPE simulations in focused regime ( f=2.5 cm)with
C=0, t = 40 fs (blue curve),C=4, t  165 fs,D =t 0 (red curve) andC=4, t  165 fs, tD =t 0.47 (magenta curve). (b)
Corresponding on-axis THzfields near focus (z=2.4 cm)filtered in the frequency range n < 80 THz using a step function. (c)–(e)
Transversally-averaged spectral intensity (in arbitrary units) along propagation for (c)C=0, (d)C=4,D =t 0 and (e)C=4,

tD =t 0.47 .
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byfigure 1(f)whenDt differs from integer values of p w2 0, which follows fromdestructive interferences
described by the ratio of the two sine functions.

Repeating the previous reasoningwhen accounting forGaussian pulse envelopes cannot, however, be done
so directly. Nonetheless, wemay still get some useful insights for small frequencies. First, since EL andNe

L are real
functions, their Fourier transforms have even real and odd imaginary parts, and thus the knowledge of the
spectra for w 0 is sufficient.We can thenmake use of the Taylor expansion
w w w w¢ - = å - ¶ ¢w¢( ) ( ) ( ) !f f jj

j j in the convolution integral equation (8) to evaluate

ò w w w w* = ¢ + ¢ ¢ +
w

+¥
 [ ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )] ( ) ( )E N R I O2 d , 10L e

L

0 0

2

where º  ˆ ( ) ( )R N ERe Ree
L

L and º  ˆ ( ) ( )I N EIm Ime
L

L . It should be noted that, comparedwith a planewavefield
limiting the validity range of our analysis to w w 0, our equation (10) applying to optical pulses with smooth
temporal profile is in principle valid only if the spectrumof N Ee

L
L is peaked near w = 0. In equation (10) the

ordering w( )O 2 follows from taking the squaremodulus of the real part of * E NL e
L
scaling as~ ( )O 1 at leading

order and of theω-dependent imaginary part involving crossed (Re–Im) contributions. Applying a direct Taylor
expansion for smallωwhen taking the square root then preserves the dependency in w( )O 2 of themodulus in
equation (10).

Neglecting second-order contributions in w2, we sumup the integrands of equation (10) around the pulse
frequencieswithin a small interval, e.g.,  w=  100 , representative of the FHspectral broadening.This leads us
to extract an efficiency factor in amplitude being dimensionless andnormalized consistentlywith equation (5) as
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Tovisualize better the separatedweights of the real and imaginary contributions,we treat this quantity only from
themodulus of the convolutionproduct,which amounts to evaluating somehow the square root of equation (4).

Equation (11) is themain result of our analytical approach. It signifies that the only knowledge of the real and
imaginary parts of the input laser spectrum and of its associated plasma response at the optical frequencies can
help sort out themost efficient pulse configurations for THz generation.

As a first example, figure 3(a) shows the efficiency factor gTHz plotting separately the integrals of R̂ and Î for
a classical two-color pulse with f = 01 .We retrieve the best SHphase angle f p= 22 for THz production by

photocurrents [30], which induces a substantial increase in N̂ e
L at FH frequency, hence in R̂. Indeed, if we apply

the approximation that ionization occurs at themaxima of EL
2 and neglect the envelope effects,
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L
2 , wefind that g f f wµ -( )a a sin 2THz 1

2
2 2 1 0. For an arbitrary numberN

of colors, applying the same approximations to the general input field equation (3)with no chirp reveals the
existence of direct-current components from a four-wave coupling scheme involving the product of thefield
amplitudes a a a, ,n m k whenever = +k n m, which yields
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Another example illustrates infigure 3(b) the spectrumof the electron density computed on the first
harmonics of a sawtoothwave shape, known to supply the highest THz yields to date at fixed ionization level
[29]. For suchwaveforms, equation (3) consists of a single pulse (k=0) involving an increasing number of
harmonics with =a n1n and f p= -( )1 2n

n . The Fourier transformof the laser field is then purely imaginary
with alternating signs, so that the gain in THz performances is simply given by themost optimal distribution of

the imaginary part of Ne
L
at the optical frequencies. Themore the number of harmonics, the higher the electron

density spectrum at FH frequency.Moreover, if the number of colors is augmented (here up to eight), the
harmonics in Ne

L
get alternating signs and relative amplitudes, which coincide better and better with those of the

pulse spectrum and thereby enhance evenmore the THz yield. This enhancement is consistent with that
reported in [29]. This property can also be retrieved from implementing the amplitudes an and phase values fn

of a sawtoothwavefield into the gain factor equation (12).
A last example displayed infigure 3(c) concerns the vectorial nature of a two-color pumpfield exhibiting a

p 2 relative phase. Here, we consider the polarization effects between two colors whose vectorial components,
=

 ( )a a 1, 01 1 , a a=
 ( )a a cos , sin2 2 , can be varied fromparallel to orthogonal directions.When the polarization

angleα is increased from0 to p 2, the FH component in the electron density vanishes. The ionization events
indeed occur at themaxima of ( )E tL

2 , whose FH component is given by
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w p aµ +( ) ( )E t E a a tcos 2 cosL,FH
2

0
2

1 2 0 . The efficiency factor then reads in vectorial form

g w a aµ -- ( )a a 3 cos , sinTHz 1
2

2 0
1 . So, a dramatic fall of the THz yield occurs when FHand SHhave crossed

polarizations, which has recently been reported in [31, 32].
We next compute our efficiency factor (11) for the pulse configuration offigures 1(e) and 2(a), i.e., for two

chirped pulses withC=4, being either superimposed D =( )t 0 or delayed D ¹( )t 0 . These two-color pulses
have the same energy and p 2 relative phase. The time delay is again chosen as tD =t 0.47 , in order tomatch
the optical cycles in the temporal domainwhere the two delayed pulses overlap.When one compares
figures 3(a), (d), the amplitude efficiency factor gTHz withD =t 0 is found smaller for a chirped pulse ¹( )C 0
due to its longer pumpduration.However, we retrieve that its content becomes noticeably increased by
introducing a time delay close to t 2, as evidenced byfigure 3(d). Here, a positive contribution Î increases gTHz
at the FH frequency. The detail of the convolution product, equation (10), is shown around the FH frequency in

figures 3(e), (f).When two chirped pulses are delayed by tD =t 0.47 , the imaginary part of N̂e
L
hasmostly the

same sign as that of ÊL. Î becomes positive and increases around the FH component,making the total yield
greater than the one forD =t 0. Therefore, higher THz components are produced, which justifies the gain
reported infigure 1(e).

In summary, equation (11)provides useful information on the low-frequency part of the spectrum,
assuming a concentration of THz components in the range w w  10 .

4. Chirped anddelayed pulses in thefilamentation regime

Let us now examine longer propagation ranges by simulating two-color laser filaments. The laser andmedium
parameters are identical to the former ones, except that the initial beamwidth is set to 1 mm. Propagation is
collimated = +¥( )f and the laser energy is increased to 4.5 mJwith 10% in SH. As evidenced infigure 4(a),
pulse chirping, by increasing the pulse duration and thus the number of time slices subject to self-focusing and
ionization, is able to enhance the self-channeling range, and thereby the zone of active plasma generation [33].
Although transform-limited pulses promote the highest plasma densities and the broadest spectra, chirped

Figure 3. Integrals of real (R̂) and imaginary (Î ) contributions of equation (11) are plottedwith blue and red boxes or curves,
respectively. (a)THz efficiency factor (equation (11)) for relative phases of 0, p 4 and p 2 for two-color unchirpedGaussian pulses.
(b)Electron density spectra (imaginary part) for a sawtooth profile approached by two (dotted), four (dashed) or eight colors (solid
line). Inset shows EL . The blue dotted line plots the real part of the density spectrum for eight colors. (c)Electron density spectra for
two colors with a polarization angleα between FH and SHvarying from0 to p 2. The relative phase is set equal to p 2
f f p= =( )/0, 21 2 . (d)THz efficiency equation (11) for two chirped pulses =( )C 4 being superimposed or delayed by t0.47 . (e),
(f)Laserfield (top) and electron density (bottom) spectra aroundFH frequency for two chirped pulses =( )C 4 being (e) superimposed
or (f) delayed by t0.47 .
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pulses help select a narrower THzwindow centered, e.g., around 60THz infigure 4(b). Note that in this subplot
the low-frequency THz peaks n ( )0 are, however, partly suppressed because of thefiniteness of the numerical
box [7]. The smallest frequencies escape the box in the transverse direction over long propagation ranges.

Chirped pulses retard theKerr self-focusing since their input power varies as = +=P P C1C C 0
2 . They

accumulatemore THz energy at long propagation distances (see figure 4(c)), where themaximumTHz energy
now exceeds that delivered by the unchirped pulse. This is again supported by the efficiency factor gTHz
(equation (11)) computed fromour numerical data atmaximumTHz emission (see inset), which dramatically
increases near the FH frequency forC= 4. The THz yield becomes evenmore enhancedwhen one introduces a
time delay of t0.47 between two chirped pulses (magenta curve). These properties are evidenced by figure 4(b),
where the solid lines represent the THz spectra computed atmaximum emission for a 80 THzwindow. Because
THz radiations escape the transverse box along propagation, chirped pulse spectra computed at shorter
distances thatmaximize the 20 THz range have also been plotted in dotted lines (this distance remains
unchanged forC=0). They again confirm the previous statements. The increase in the THz yield by chirped
pulses is physically explained by the temporal drift of the second color inside the totalfield. Indeed, the temporal
overlap between the two colors of the unchirped laserfield is lost after propagation over∼1 m (figure 4(d)), as
the group velocitymismatch ( - 81 fs m 1) between the 800 and 400 nmpulses is rather large. In contrast,
because phase chirping enlarges the pulse duration, an effective temporal overlap can bemaintained over longer
distanceswhen adding a chirp, as can be seen infigure 4(e). A better coupling at the highest field extrema is even
achievedwhen one initially delays the two chirped pulses (figure 4(f)).

In contrast to the THz performances of focused pulses that propagate over centimeter-ranges (see
figure 2(a)), employing chirped and delayed pulses self-channeling overmeter-range distances is able to increase
the THz energy yield compared to transform-limited pulses (figure 4(c)).We attribute this property to amore
efficient supercontinuum generation of the optical components due to self-phasemodulation that enriches the
THz spectrumover long distances. An illustrative example is given infigure 5, which shows the pulse spectra
corresponding tofigures 2(d), (f) and to 4(d), (f) for short- and long-range propagations, respectively, in the
cases = D =C t0, 0 and t= D =C t4, 0.47 . The THz spectrum, which is inhibited by pulse chirping over
short distances in focused geometry, significantly benefits from a better coupling between broadened spectral
components over an extended filamentation range.

Figure 4. 3DUPPE simulations infilamentation regimewithC=0 (blue curves),C=4,D =t 0 (red curves) andC=4,
tD =t 0.47 (magenta curves). (a)Peak electron density, (b) averaged spectral intensity atmaximumTHz emission, and (c)THz

energy along propagation (n < 80 THz). The inset shows gTHz forC=0 (dark/light blue squares) andC=4 (dark/light violet
squares)withD =t 0 computed from the numerical datafiles of the spectra of the electricfield and electron density at distances of
maximumTHz generation (dark and light colored areas refer to the contributions R andI , respectively). (d)–(f) Laserfields (FH
+SH) at z=1 m (blue, red ormagenta areas)with corresponding SH component (gray areas) for (d)C=0, (e)C=4,D =t 0 and
(f)C=4, tD =t 0.47 .
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To endwith, figure 6 displays interesting features related to positive/negative chirp parameters and larger
time delays. Infigure 6(a), with a positive chirp the THz yield is higher by∼30% thanwith a negative one. This is
justified by the relative phase remaining closer to the optimal value p 2 at the distance ofmaximum increase in
the THz energy (see vertical dotted line). This property has been counterchecked for different pulse
configurations (not shown) and it agrees with the gain factors reported by passing fromnegative to positive
chirps in previous experimental observations [15]. Besides, figure 6(b) illustrates the efficiency of two unchirped
pulses with 4.5mJ energy separated by a large delay tD =t 2 . This sequence of two pulses achieves a 3.5 higher
THz yield over distances<1m, leading to important laser-to-THz conversion efficiencies> -10 4 (see inset of

Figure 5.Optical spectra for the focused two-color pulses of figure 2with (a) = D =C t0, 0 and (b) t= D =C 4, 0.47 . (c), (d)
Same information for the pumppulses offigure 4 propagating in filamentation regime. The color bar specifies the spectral intensity
levels (arbitrary units).

Figure 6. (a)THz yield (solid curves) and relative phase (dashed curves) along propagation of a single pulse withC=2.68 (yellow
curves) and = -C 2.68 (green curves). The vertical dotted line points out the distance ofmaximumTHz production. (b)Electron
density forC=0with one (blue curve), two (violet curve) or three pulses (red curve) separated by t2 . Inset shows the associated THz
energy yield (n<80THz). (c)–(e)Corresponding transversally-averaged spectral intensity along z for (c) one, (d) two and (e) three
unchirped pulses. Insets show characteristic THz fields (n < 80 THz) inGV m−1 versus time in fs at the indicated distances.
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figure 6(b)). TheTHz field first developsmodulations over t2 period induced by the early ionization of air.
Later, the second pulse lengthens plasma generation initiated by thefirst pulse. Comparing figures 6(c), (d) and
their insets thus suggests that it is possible to control the shape and intensity of the THz spectra fromusing
double-pulsed laser fields. Similar patterns can be exploitedwith three delayed pulses, which supply higher
spectral intensities over broad spectral ranges (figure 6(e)).

These simulations show that workingwithwavetrains of femtosecond light pulses can provide
experimentalists with flexible tools for engineering THz pulses and spectra for various spectroscopic purposes.
One possible setup isfirst to extract SH from, e.g., a BBO crystal, configure its duration and polarization state
through appropriate gratings and half-wave plates, and couple it collinearly to FHusing a delay line [34]. The
next stepwould then consist in launching the resulting two-color pulse into the experimental layout exploited in
[11], i.e., forming replicas of the two-color pulses bymeans of aMach–Zehnder type interferometer introducing
a second pulse at variable delayDt .

5. Conclusion

To summarize, THz emissions by two-color pulses can be engineered through chirping andmulti-pulse
techniques. 3D simulations of two, delayed and chirped dual-color pulses displayed evidence of a net increase in
the laser-to-THz conversion efficiency in focused propagation geometry, comparedwith a single, chirped
Gaussian pulse.We provided a simple criterion allowing to estimate the potential improvement of complex
inputwaveforms onto the laser-to-THz conversion efficiency based on the knowledge of the spectra of the initial
laserfield and the produced free electron density only. Next, we highlighted the important role of long
propagation ranges to fully exploit the potential of chirped pulses. Pulse chirping can be highly beneficial in
filamentation setups because it enables amore efficient coupling between the two colors over longer propagation
distances. Combining several pulses with appropriate time delaysmakes the THz energy yield and spectra
tunable in both focused and collimated propagation geometries. These techniques should be easily implemented
in experimental setups dedicated to THz spectroscopy for remote detection.
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